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REMINDER TO OUTLAW FWD AND ZOO STOCK DRIVERS 

 

 
Kalamazoo Speedway has allowed a few front wheel drive cars to leave tech without a windshield in 

place. The grace period is over; effective immediately drivers must have a windshield (a Lexan 

windshield is recommended) in order to clear tech.   

 

From the Outlaw FWD rules: 
 
1. BODY.   

 

 Complete stock appearing bodies. 

 All exterior body panels will remain stock appearing front to rear; however, fabrication of doors, the 

bottom section of fenders and quarters, the deck lids and rockers is permissible.  The basic shell of the 

car including the top, b- and c-pillars, windshield posts, the firewall and floor board, the top portion of 

the quarter panels and the front and rear cowl area between the sides of the car will remain stock width 

and intact.  Added ground effects or skirts are allowable. Have some shape to the body sides; a look 

alike Outlaw Super Late Model will cost drivers up to 100 pounds of added weight.  An aftermarket mini 

stock nose or tail piece is allowed when mounted in stock fashion.  No manufactured or aftermarket 

Late Model style wedge nose pieces.   

 A maximum 5.5” tall spoiler is permissible.  It must be made of clear material and no wider than the 

stock body width. 

 A full Lexan windshield is required; all glass must be removed. Back or side Lexan windows are permitted.  

Rub rails are allowable when securely mounted with carriage bolts and smooth ends.  

 

   
From the Zoo Stock rules: 
(Note:  The Zoo Stock rules did not specifically state a windshield was required; the rules have been revised to 

more clearly state the intent.) 

 
2. COCKPIT.   
 

 There will be no gutting or stripping of any metal inner body panels unless the roll cage bars go all the 

way out to the door skin.  Minor gutting of the non-cockpit body parts is allowable.  For four-door cars, 

the driver’s side window/door post between the front and back door may be removed for roll bar 

clearance and added room to exit and enter the car.   

 Any battery inside the cockpit must be in a secure full-covered battery box. 

 A full windshield is required; a Lexan windshield is highly recommended.  No rear windows.  Rear opera 

windows are permissible.  The front side window panel will not exceed 12” (measured from the bottom 

of the windshield post along the top of the door and then 90 degrees back up to the windshield post).   


